FUSION  OE, CRUCIBLE PROCESS OF ASSAY.                      51.1.
If much less silver is added, parting is incomplete or is not complete except after prolonged (20 to 30 minutes) boiling in acid.1
A. Whit by considers 2 that for 1 ing. of gold about -I ings, of silver should be used, and for ()•!. mg. of gold about 1-2 ings, of silver, lie states that the beads break up entirely or partially if larger amounts of silver are used. It is probable, however, that he is referring to parting which lias been begun by dropping the beads into acid at a temperature below the boiling point.
The -parl-iiiy is effected in a test tube or a porcelain crucible if the bead is small, in a fcfc parting flask" if large. Nitric acid of specific gravity about I'lO is used for flattened beads containing a large proportion of silver, but if the ratio of silver to gold does not exceed four or five to one, acid of specific gravity 1-20 may be used (made by mixing equal volumes of strong acid and water). There is little advantage in using more dilute acids than that of specific gravity 1.-20 for any alloys. The freedom of the nitric acid from chlorine is ensured by adding to it a little spent acid containing some nitrate of silver. In all cases the acids must be previously heated to boiling, as the gold does not in that case break up into such line particles as if colder acid. is used. The acid attacks the bead instantly and violently, turning it black and giving oil nitrous fumes. Little beads containing only a small proportion of gold are. dissolved in a few seconds, and decanting may be at once proceeded with, but the boiling is usually continued for a minute or two. If the amount of gold is large, the boiling is continued for some minutes. Ten minutes boiling is enough for JO nigs, gold and !o ings, silver. The acid is then poured oil", the residue washed twice, with boiling water bv decani a~ lion, and if the bead is very large fresh acid is a.dded of specificgravity 1*20, but with the heads from almost all gold ores no second treatment with acid is required. If a. second acid is used, it is boiled lor a lew minutes, when almost all the silver will have been dissolved. A very small amount of silver, weighing from 0-05 to 0-1 per cent, of the gold, obstinately resists the action of the acid, and remains as a surcharge, which may be neglected in almost/ all ores. The gold usually remains as a single piece if it, weighs less Mian 0-1 nig., even if the proportion is only one part of gold to -10 to 5u parts of silver. 1! the ore is rich, the gold sometimes, though rarely, breaks up if hot- acid is used, and invariably breaks up if the parting is begun with cold acid. The finer particles may float and bo lost in deeautation. Particles floating on tin*, surface may be sunk by touching with a glass rod or by a drop of wafer let fall on them. Continued heating of the gold in acid makes ifr agglomerate to some extent, so (hat if. is easier to wash.
After the final decanfalion of the acid and washing twice with hot water, the wafer is drained oil* and the porcelain crucibles dried at a gentle heat, and then gradually raised to dull redness. The gold which wiis previously black and soft, being in a line .stale, of division, now resumes its usual yellow colour, and hardens so that it can be removed to tho pan of a balance arid weighed. At a bright red heat. the. glaze in many porcelain crucibles softens and the gold sticks to if.. Excessive heat-ing must, therefore, be avoided; an ordinary Bunsen ilame, answers very well.
If a parting flask or test tube is used for the boiling, the parted gold
1  T. K. l{ose, /,nr. f/t.    If th« addition of silver in known by previous work on the. <>n> t»> he iKHU'Hsa.ry, it may he added to UHI charge hi the crucible or to tin* lead during the original enprllation.     In thin ease,  if it in essential to determine the silver in the ore, the exaet amount of silver added must b« allowed for.
2   Whifcby, ./. d/ittn. .Vet. nnd -If int. X<><: ,,f N. Afn'ra, 1905, 5, i>50.

